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Abstract

The aerodynamic effect of wind gusts creates a dynamic force that causes
a truck driver to overreact, increasing the dynamic instability of the
vehicle. The experimental measurements in wind tunnels are normally
performed under so called quasi-steady conditions, i.e. the yaw angle of
the model is kept constant during each experiment. However, the
comparison of the previous experimental investigations has shown that
lower magnitudes of the aerodynamic forces and moments were measured
compared with the real situations on the road. One solution is to perform
”on road” experiments, which directly verify the aerodynamic performance
of a model or a prototype. On the other hand, this approach does not allow
understanding of the flow mechanisms, which is a crucial step to develop
better and effective aerodynamic solutions. For this reason, it would be
fruitful to recreate a closer to ”on road” condition and conduct vehicle
aerodynamic research in a controlled environment like a wind tunnel test
section or by the use of CFD. The use of an oscillating model to recreate
realistic flow conditions was first explored in [1] and later investigated
numerically and experimentally for a simplified car model in [2] and [3].
More recently, using a CFD approach, an active flow control solution has
also been optimized under a gusty flow condition [4]. In this work, the
flow around a simplified truck model (Fig. 1) at Re=2.5x10^5 is
considered. Partially-Averaged Navier-Stokes (PANS) simulations and
experimental study are made to verify the efficacy of such a control under
the effect of dynamic boundary conditions which represent wind gusts.
The AFC technique was previously applied to a rudimentary truck cabin
and its efficacy was demonstrated with experiments [5] and CFD
simulations [4, 6]. To summarize, the main purpose of this paper is
twofold. First, the AFC application to a full truck configuration is tested,
verifying the contribution of such a control when applied to its trailer.
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Second, PANS results are compared to LES and experiments and later
used to reproduce the effect of AFC to mitigate gusts, and lower
aerodynamic drag.

Fig. 1: The CAD design of the experimental model. a) The model placed in the
wind tunnel test section. b) The model is composed by the cabin and the trailer;
the AFC is placed at the front of the trailer. c) An exploded view of the
experimental model (under development).
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